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I have worked for the Canadian Media Guild for 10 years, first as a communications and 

policy co-ordinator, then – for the last two-and-a-half years – as an organizer. 

I will talk a little about a couple of our current organizing projects as well as the 

challenges we face with user-generated content. These challenges are legal and 

technical, political and, as I will explain, cultural in nature. An important question that 

arises from this organizing is: What can a labour organizer do when the people doing 

the work don’t identify as workers, or working class, and the average union doesn’t yet 

know how to talk to them about their interests? We also have to better understand 

where jobs are being created and work is being done in this industry. 

I will start by briefly describing the labour relations regime in Canada, which is very 

similar to the one in the United States. In fact, many unions in Canada – including my 

own – are part of larger so-called “international” unions based in the US. In our case, it 

is the Communications Workers of America (CWA), which represents around 700,000 

workers in a broad range of industries including telecommunications, media, and 

airlines.  

At least for now in Canada, we have the closed shop and automatic dues check off – 

the lifeblood of the union institution. As in the United States, conservative politicians 

and employer organizations are pushing for an end to the post-war labour compromise. 

Unions are therefore organized specifically around workplaces. Their legal status is that 

of exclusive bargaining agent for a group of employees defined in a certificate issued by 

a Labour Board. Canada’s long history of social unionism and labour militancy has co-

existed with a business unionism1 that takes a narrow approach to labour organizing 
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focused on administering collective agreements. As such, labour organizing is often 

reduced to organizing workers into state-sanctioned bargaining units by demonstrating 

that a majority of employees in a prospective unit, all currently working for the same 

employer and sharing a “community of interest,” want to join the union and bargain 

collectively. 

You can imagine that this regime has severe limitations for workers not defined as 

employees, those with more than one employer, those working for small employers and 

the unemployed. The obvious corollary is that the regime is vulnerable to labour market 

restructuring, including a shift to precarious and self-employment and the global 

division of labour. In the media sector, where I organize, it is precarious and self-

employed workers who are most enthusiastic about collective organizing and collective 

action right now, even if their connection to, and even knowledge of, unions is often 

sparse.    

My union, the Canadian Media Guild –CMG for short – is a multi-employer local of the 

Communications Workers of America with 6,000 members across Canada and 11 

different collective agreements. CMG’s biggest unit is at the Canadian Broadcasting 

Corporation, the public broadcaster that has been undergoing successive funding and 

staffing cuts for more than two decades. The union, both in Canada and the US, has 

recognized that organizing new members is an essential survival strategy. However, the 

path to organizing in the current climate in North America is still being charted and 

there is mixed political support for organizing with precarious workers in my own union 

and beyond. 

And this brings me to my first reflection on user-generated content. It is one of the 

wedges driven between staff media workers – whose employers own the product of 

their work – and freelance content creators, some of whom provide their work without 

a guarantee they will be paid, or what we call “on spec.”  

Staff journalists, photographers and producers have seen some of their work replaced 

with reader/viewer submissions that are unpaid. Producers and reporters end up being 



aggregators of viewer/reader submissions as resources are pulled from original 

newsgathering. Skilled sound engineers, camera operators and video editors are sacked 

as media bosses ask the remaining overworked employees to make it look and sound 

more like You Tube. 

Meanwhile, workers trying to break into the field are sometimes willing to work for free 

or on spec to get a foot in the door. They can see traditional media organizations – and 

their staff – as gatekeepers that limit access both to jobs and to a diversity of media 

content. And they have a point. The average newsroom in Canada is older and Whiter 

than the population. This conflict places an organizing media union in an interesting 

position. 

Media freelancers 

The CMG has represented freelancers who contribute to the Canadian Broadcasting 

Corporation (CBC) since the 1990s. There is a clause for freelancers in our collective 

agreement that sets minimum rates and other terms. It is unusual in Canada for 

freelancers to have formal union protections, except in scripted film and television as I 

will explain a bit later. Freelancers at CBC have collective bargaining rights because a 

labour board recognized, in the 1980s, their economic dependency on the public 

broadcaster and their community of interest. 

Five years ago, the CMG decided to expand representation to freelancers who 

contribute to media outlets beyond the CBC. The freelancers most eager to come 

together were writers and photographers; the biggest issues were stagnant rates and 

copyright. The overarching issue, however, is the power imbalance between the media 

company and the freelancer, who’s isolated and forced to take whatever they’re offered 

or leave it. This situation is created in part, by the abundance of free or cheap content 

delivered to the internet and by the decline in what was once the lifeblood of the 

freelance writer: long-form journalism. 



Five years ago, CMG launched a blog called Story Board2 in part to publish journalism 

about the media and the issues facing freelancers because these stories do not get 

covered in the mainstream media. Story Board has a paid part-time editor and paid 

freelance contributions.  

Our organizing effort with media freelancers involves a combination of advocacy for 

their interests – including public interventions with publishers and other engagers as 

well as Story Board posts to build pressure against draconian contract terms – 

professional development support in the form of networking and training, access to an 

affordable group medical/dental benefits plan and connection and support from other 

workers in their field. There’s a political tension in this kind of organizing due, in part, to 

the fact that it requires resources that are not, or not yet, recouped from the dues 

contributed by the new freelance members. The fiscally prudent wonder if this work is 

sustainable in the long term. We don’t have an answer to that question yet, in part 

because it is yet to be seen whether large groups of self-employed and precarious 

workers will see the union as a viable organizing tool and pay dues to sustain it.  

Factual/non-fiction TV production 

CMG’s other major organizing project at the moment is with workers in independent 

non-fiction TV production3. This is a mushrooming sector in Canada as broadcasters 

contract out more and more production, including lifestyle, reality and documentary 

programming. It is also an industry dominated by freelance work arrangements. On the 

scripted side of the industry, craft unions have long established a model in which to 

bargain with independent producers outside of the legal industrial relations regime. 

They have secured what is called voluntary recognition from production companies who 

recognize their jurisdiction to bargain framework agreements for the industry. These 

craft unions – writers’ and directors’ guilds, the actors’ union, and technicians’ unions – 

have been unable, or uninterested, to organize workers in unscripted TV. In part, this is 
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because these productions have skirted many of the typical craft roles – actor and 

writer – and have much leaner production crews.  

Many of the workers in unscripted TV are former CMG members – journalists, editors, 

sound technicians, camera operators and producers once employed at a broadcaster – 

who have come to the union for help to improve working standards and health and 

safety in their new sector. We are attempting to organize for voluntary recognition from 

production companies and to negotiate a framework agreement industry-wide, in the 

model of what has been done in the scripted TV and film sector, except – unlike with 

the craft unions – we seek a single agreement for the entire crew. Because these 

productions are supported by public funding for Canadian content as well as by tax 

credits, we are also seeking political support for improved working conditions and 

enforcement of labour and health and safety laws.   

We estimate there are more than 2,000 people working full-time in the industry and so 

far more than 120 have joined the CMG in support of collective bargaining. We aim to 

have the support of 500 workers by the end of the year and, on the strength of that, to 

get the production companies to the negotiating table. In the meantime, we’ve created 

a handbook about unscripted TV production in Canada that includes information about 

how this relatively opaque sector operates and the conditions that workers should 

expect, along with tips for how to negotiate an individual contract.  

Interestingly, while most of these workers are considered self-employed, production 

companies typically seek to own the product of their work via a clause in the individual 

contracts. In our meetings and surveys with workers, ownership of their intellectual 

property has not been a burning issue as they see themselves contributing a small 

piece to a larger project. At the same time, while they are not eligible for any 

protections or benefits that an employee could expect, they also can’t count on residual 

payments or any cut of future sales of the work the way a freelancer might in sectors. 

Rates of pay are stagnant or declining, even as unscripted TV formats and the bibles 



that accompany them, created in part by the workers who developed the initial season 

of a show, are an international commodity. 

Aside from improving the working conditions of thousands of media workers, this 

organizing effort could also supply a model of sectoral bargaining that the CMG could 

bring to other sectors of the content creation industries that have emerged in the last 

couple of decades, including games and online video, where bargaining according to 

the existing Canadian labour regime is more difficult. These are areas where user-

generated content is a burning issue. 

From a research point of view, we probably need to look more carefully at whether it is 

true that the media product, or commodity, under a Google-dominated media system is 

the producer rather than the content they produce. We should also examine the labour 

processes and the global division of labour.  

Unions, workers and artists can’t count on “going back.” We have to organize for now. 

  



“Youtubers” and Internet patriotism 

The phenomenon of “youtubers” – the people who create content for Google’s You 

Tube service in exchange for a cut of advertising revenue – is a challenge for the union. 

These workers sign a user agreement with Google and are defined as users in the 

relationship, not workers or employees, even if they earn some or all of their income 

from the work they produce and upload to the platform. They are also dependent on 

the platform, its algorithms and its one-sided user agreement, to make money without 

having any control over how these function.  

One Canadian youtuber recently wrote4 that he must reach at least 1 million views per 

month to earn the equivalent of minimum wage - $11 per hour – on You Tube. He’s a 

news satirist who wants to focus on Canadian political stories. It’s virtually impossible to 

earn money this way because of the limited demand for Canadian political satire on the 

global Internet.  

Given its near monopoly position, at least in North America, with advertisers and users, 

the worker-users are largely at its mercy. Boycotting You Tube means leaving the 

business. 

As the Canadian youtuber explained to me recently5, “users don’t even understand their 

relationship to the stuff they are using anymore.” Further complicating matters is the 

fact that they often don’t self-identify as workers and are conditioned to treat 

themselves as entrepreneurs, even pioneers, in the brave new world of digital media. 

Their country is the Internet, with which Google has developed a strong sense of 

identity. Google further shapes the relationship with active user-workers as co-

marketers, creating a sense of joined interests in which people self-identify with the 

platform. On the other hand, there is a tendency to see so-called traditional media as 

the enemy and, if they think of them at all, roll the regulated work environment and 

decent working standards in with the gatekeeping backwardness of regulated media in 
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general. Media unions are tarnished with the same brush. So far, we are not a route to 

success and fairness in their eyes. This is a culture war.  

“We’re learning the wrong stuff,” says the youtuber. On the bright side, this youtuber 

reached out to me and is interested in organizing with his fellow worker-users to ensure 

they can make the content they want and get paid – and treated – fairly for it.  

Copyright has been a non-issue for him and his colleagues. Google doesn’t seek 

exclusive copyright of the content, characters or formats uploaded to the platform. As 

the youtuber insisted to me, “for Google, we are the product, not our material.” 

Google’s interest is to ensure the youtuber continues to upload material and has a 

following that keeps other users on the platform. It appears that Google employs a 

classic speed-up strategy to keep youtubers uploading content in large volumes. It is 

very difficult to sustain a viewership if you’re not uploading at least daily.  

As self-employed people who voluntarily sign a user agreement, it is not clear yet in 

Canada how to enforce youtubers’ labour rights. Uber drivers are having a similar 

struggle, although they are already organizing together *as* workers6 and we probably 

have a lot to learn from them. 

Conclusions 

Labour organizing in the media industry in Canada has changed over the last decade. 

Ownership concentration in the traditional media – broadcasting and newspapers – has 

led to a constant shedding of jobs. Workers in new media organizations, including 

online publications, have been slow to organize in North America7. It is possible that 

this is, in part, due to the fact that gains made by unionized media workers are limited 

to none. Non-union workers with a steady paycheque and a benefits plan are not eager 

to upset the applecart by organizing a union in their workplace, even if a recent survey 
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shows 36% of non-union journalists in Canada would like to be in a union8. It stands to 

reason that a significant proportion of those are in precarious or self-employment 

situations and who therefore have limited options when it comes to organizing under 

existing labour law.  

Meanwhile, some precariously-employed media workers are organizing against 

significant odds, as our project with unscripted TV workers demonstrates. Media 

workers have also helped lead the charge against the growing use of unpaid 

internships9. The question remains whether a critical mass of unorganized workers will 

see a union as a viable option to address their interests and, equally importantly, 

whether unions in Canada will be able to develop the analysis and infrastructure to be 

that option.  

Among the challenges are: to develop a class consciousness among workers trained to 

see themselves as entrepreneurs; to identify the levers of economic power for workers 

in a globally restructured media industry; and to sustain union infrastructure as 

traditional membership declines. 
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